The combined efforts of many fields are advancing our understanding of how number is represented. Researchers studying numerical reasoning in adult humans, developing humans and non-human animals are using a suite of behavioral and neurobiological methods to uncover similarities and differences in how each population enumerates and compares quantities to identify the neural substrates of numerical cognition. An important picture emerging from this research is that adult humans share with non-human animals a system for representing number as language-independent mental magnitudes and that this system emerges early in development.
Introduction
Adult humans use numbers to label, rank order, quantify and measure almost every aspect of the world. Modern number systems enable us to calculate the velocity of an airplane, solve a differential equation or calculate a 20% tip on a restaurant bill. Although our cultural conventions enable us to use numbers to measure and symbolically represent continuous dimensions such as weight or length, humans also possess a universal system for using continuous mental magnitudes to represent number [1,2•] . The goal of this paper is to describe the behavioral and neurobiological evidence that humans possess a system for representing number that does not rely on language and to demonstrate that this system is evolutionarily ancient and in place early in development.
The format of nonverbal numerical representations
Number is a property of sets of discrete entities; we cannot refer to the number of water or dirt. Nevertheless, when number is represented without number words the format of the representation is continuous, not discrete. The main evidence for this idea is that Weber's law applies to nonverbal number discriminations in a similar way to which it characterizes the discrimination of line length, brightness, or any other continuous dimension [3, 4] . Weber's law states that the change in stimulus intensity needed for an organism to detect a change is a constant proportion of the original stimulus intensity rather than a constant amount. For example, if an increment of 2 pounds is needed to detect a change in a 10 pound weight, then an increment of 4 pounds would be needed to detect a change in a 20 pound weight. The same holds true for nonverbal number discrimination. For example, Moyer and Landauer [5] first showed that when adults are required to compare the relative magnitudes represented by two Arabic numerals, their reaction time (RT) is systematically influenced by both the linear distance and the absolute magnitude of the values compared. In other words, RT decreases with increasing numerical distance between two values (e.g., people are faster at 2 versus 9 than 2 versus 5), and if distance is held constant, RT increases with numerical magnitude (e.g., people are faster at 2 versus 3 than 4 versus 5). Thus, although number can be represented with arbitrary symbols (e.g. '2' or 'two'), a nonverbal representation with an analog format underlies these symbols [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
These numerical distance and magnitude effects have been replicated in many different languages and numerical notations [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Additional evidence that analog magnitude representations of number are language independent and, in fact, universal comes from recent studies of two indigenous Brazilian cultures with languages that contain few number words. The Piraha have words for 'one' and 'two' but refer to all larger quantities with a single term for 'many'. When asked to construct sets of nuts or batteries that matched an example set in number, Piraha participants were flawlessly able to construct sets of one or two objects but their precision decreased with set size [11] . Similarly, the Munduruku language contains only number words for the values 1-5 and no verbal algorithm for counting. Yet when Munduruku participants compared the relative magnitude of large numbers of dots (20-80) that were carefully controlled for surface area, perimeter and density, their performance was quite similar to that of French-speaking control participants [2•] . In both groups, accuracy increased as the ratio between the two values (larger: smaller number) increased (Figure 1 ). Thus, without language for number, adult humans possess magnitude representations of number that obey Weber's Law.
Animal-human parallels
No non-human animal can project the national debt in the year 2021 or balance a checkbook; however, research over the past 100 years has demonstrated that animals can represent the purely numerical attributes of the world around them. Early views on animal numerical ability focused on the idea that number is an unnatural artificial dimension that can be represented by animals only under conditions of extensive training [12] . However, more recent research suggests that many animals attend to the numerical attributes of their world spontaneously and automatically (e.g. [13-16,17•] ). This is nicely illustrated by demonstrations that ratiodependent number discrimination can be found in tamarin monkeys without training in numerical tasks [16] and that experimentally naïve rhesus macaques show a ratio-dependent ability to compute addition operations over large sets [17•] . For example, Hauser and colleagues [17• ] adapted a paradigm that was originally developed by Wynn [18] to study addition and subtraction in human infants, to test experimentally naïve monkeys free-ranging on an island in Puerto Rico. Monkeys saw 4 lemons on a stage and then watched as an experimenter raised an occluder that blocked the lemons from view. The monkeys then saw the experimenter deposit 4 additional lemons onto the occluded stage. The occluder was then removed to reveal a possible outcome of 8 lemons or an impossible outcome of 4 lemons. Monkeys looked significantly longer at the 4 lemon outcome, suggesting that their expectation was violated. No difference in looking time was found when the monkeys were shown a 2 plus 2 operation and tested with an outcome of 4 or 6. This suggests that monkeys track addition operations with large sets but only detect violations in the outcome of addition operations when the ratio between the observed and the expected outcome is favorable.
When animals as diverse as monkeys and rats are tested in the same nonverbal number tasks as adult humans, striking parallels are revealed that suggest humans and nonhuman animals share a common format for representing number that is ratio dependent and obeys Weber's Law. In one study, monkeys and adult humans were tested in the identical numerosity ordering task; on each trial two dot arrays appeared and the monkey or college student was required to choose the smaller numerical value and ignore nonnumerical stimulus features, such as the size of the dots or the density of the arrays. The behavior of monkeys and college students was strikingly similar in this task; for both species accuracy and RT were modulated by the ratio of the two values compared [19] (Figure 2 ). In another set of studies, rats and humans were required to make a specified number of responses (on a keyboard or lever) on each trial [20, 21] . For both species the mean number of responses increased systematically with the magnitude of the required number and the variability in the number of responses increased linearly with the mean number of responses. These studies demonstrate that although no one would dispute the vast mathematical capacity of the human mind, under the right conditions we can observe an imprecise ratio dependent number system in adult humans that is also present in many nonhuman animal species.
The semantic congruity effect is another signature of analog magnitude comparisons that extends to the numerical domain. Semantic congruity systematically affects RT when humans make any type of ordinal comparison (e.g. which is smaller?). The semantic congruity effect refers to the finding that small values on a continuum, such as number, are more rapidly compared when participants are asked 'which is smaller?', whereas large values are more rapidly compared when asked 'which is larger?'. In other words, adults are faster to compare two numerical values when their overall magnitude is congruent with the verbal phrasing of the question. Although it was originally thought that the semantic congruity effect was specific to comparisons that take place on discrete and symbolic representations [22] , a recent study illustrates that rhesus macaques also show a numerical semantic congruity effect [23] . In that study a color cue served in lieu of the verbal questions ''which is smaller?'' and ''which is larger?'' Monkeys were trained to choose the smaller of two dot arrays (e.g., Figure 2a ) when the screen background was red and the larger of two dot arrays when the screen background was blue. The monkeys, similar to humans, were much faster at choosing the smaller of two small values (red cue) compared with choosing the larger of two small values (blue cue). Conversely, they were much faster at choosing the larger of two large values compared with the smaller of two large values. Thus, the semantic congruity effect cannot be a byproduct of a language-specific comparative process but is instead, more generally, a hallmark of the psychological process for comparing analog representations of magnitude [24, 25] .
Developmental foundations
More than 25 years of research has revealed that human infants in the first year of life represent number [26,27•] . More recently, Xu and Spelke [28] have demonstrated that infants show the same signature property of ratio-dependent discrimination common to adult humans and animals. The investigators used a visual habituation paradigm, wherein 6-month-old infants were repeatedly shown a series of images with a common number of elements until the infants' looking time substantially decreased. The babies were then tested with new images with either the same number or a new number of elements. When the displays were composed of eight or 16 dots, the infants spent more time looking at the test images with the new number of elements ( [28] , see also [29•] ). By contrast, when habituated to eight or 12 dots, infants did not notice the 2: 3 ratio change. A similar method has shown ratio dependence when babies discriminate sequences of sounds on the basis of number [30, 31] . Collectively, these studies suggest that at 6 months of age babies require a 1:2 ratio, but that precision increases with age, such that by 9 months of age infants can discriminate a 2:3 ratio in number [28, 30, 31] .
Infants are also able to perform arithmetic operations on their nonverbal analog representations of number. Wynn's [18] original study on infants' arithmetic abilities used the stage and screen experimental design described earlier to investigate whether infants would look longer at an impossible mathematical outcome. Infants as young as 5 months looked longer when they viewed an experimenter act out a 2 − 1 = 2 event compared with a 2 − 1 = 1 event. In a recent study, McCrink and Wynn [32•] showed 9-month-old infants 10 − 5 = 5 or 10, and 5 + 5 = 10 or 5 events, and found that infants looked longer at the mathematically impossible outcome. These results suggest that infants make computations over analog magnitude representations of number (see also [33•] ).
Adult humans, human infants and nonhuman animals also share the ability to appreciate the numerical equivalence between sets from different sensory modalities. Barth, Kanwisher and Spelke [34] demonstrated that the nonverbal representations of number held by adults are independent of the sensory modality in which they are originally perceived. In their study, adults were just as accurate at making relative numerosity judgments for two sequences presented in different sensory modalities as compared with those for two sequences presented in a single modality (see also [33•] ). Two recent studies by Jordan and co-workers [15, 35] suggest that the number representations held by rhesus monkeys and human babies are also unfettered by sensory modality. A wealth of literature documents that infants preferentially look at a visual stimulus that matches a stimulus perceived in a second sensory modality. Jordan and co-workers showed that rhesus monkeys and 7-month-old infants looked preferentially at videos that contained the number of conspecifics that numerically matched the number of vocalizations that they heard (Figure 3 ; see also [36,37•] ). From this research it appears that nonverbal number representations are not tied to the sensory modality in which they were perceived.
How does the brain represent number as analog magnitudes?
The intraparietal sulcus (IPS) has been implicated as a crucial substrate in adult humans for representing the meaning of number on the basis of cases of brain injury, of developmental abnormalities, and of positron emission tomography (PET), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and event-related potential (ERP) studies of normal adult brain function [38] .
Patient studies have revealed that damage to the parietal cortex typically results in a form of acalculia that disrupts understanding of the meaning of numbers [39,40,41•] ). By contrast, damage to other brain areas can disrupt memorized arithmetic facts but leaves an understanding of number intact [8, 38, 42] . Functional imaging of the normal brain demonstrates that the IPS is activated by numerical stimuli, regardless of their notation (written word versus Arabic numeral) and irrespective of whether stimuli are presented in the visual or auditory modality [43] . Research by Piazza et al. [44•] suggests that the IPS also responds to nonsymbolic numerical stimuli. Using an event-related adaptation paradigm, they found that the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal decreased to repeated presentations of a standard numerosity but that recovery of the BOLD signal was systematically related to the degree to which a deviant value differed from the standard value ( Figure 4 Figure 5 ). Monkeys viewed arrays that contained between one and five elements, and were required to indicate whether a second nonidentical array matched the sample numerosity. Individual neurons showed a maximal firing rate to one numerosity and decreased firing rate as a function of distance from the preferred number [51] . These neurons responded to specific numerical values, regardless of nonnumerical stimulus attributes such as circumference, surface area or density. The tuning curves for number-selective neurons increased in their bandwidth, with increasing number leading to increasing representational overlap with magnitude. This amazing discovery of number cells in the monkey brain provides a compelling physiological basis for the behavioral magnitude and distance effects.
Conclusions
Collectively, research of brain and behavior is revealing a profound similarity in the way in which non-human animals, human infants and adult humans represent the numerical attributes of the world around them. Infants and animals will never achieve the level of abstract mathematical thinking seen in adult humans; however, the foundations of these mathematical abilities were probably present early in our evolutionary history and can be seen early in human development. Similarly, although adult humans use language to exceed the precision of the analog magnitude system, they nevertheless simultaneously possess a phylogenetically and developmentally conservative system for representing number without language.
The challenges for future research are many: How is number converted into an analog magnitude format? Do single neurons represent both cardinal and ordinal number? Is there a portion of the IPS that is exclusively selective for number? What is the relationship between number representation and the myriad of other functions for which parietal cortex is implicated [52] ? Are the brain regions recruited for number representation in adult humans already selective for number in infancy and early childhood? How is language mapped onto preverbal representations of number? In answering these questions, we are sure to uncover the foundations of the human capacity for mathematics and better understand one of the most complex and awe-inspiring aspects of the mature human mind.
with Piazza et al. [46 • ], this paper challenged the claim that the IPS is selective for numerosities, as well as for symbolic number. The authors found that activity levels in the IPS were no greater during blocks in which number varied compared with when number was held constant. 46•. Cantlon J, Brannon EM, Carter EJ, Pelphrey K. Notation-independent number processing in the intraparietal sulcus in adults and young children. PLOS Biology. In press. The authors used an event-related fMRI adaptation paradigm similar to that used by Piazza et al. [44 • Monkeys and humans share a ratio dependent system for ordering numerosities. (a) A monkey choosing the numerically smaller of two visual arrays. Accuracy (b) and RT (c) in a numerical comparison task as a function of the ratio between the two numerical values (smaller: larger) for monkeys (black circles) and college students (white circles). Reproduced, with permission, from [15] . The IPS in adult humans shows ratio dependent response to changes in numerosity. 
